Microsoft AI by the Numbers

One year ago, we launched Microsoft’s AI and Research Group. Since then, we’ve worked hard to make all our lives easier by introducing AI into our favorite devices and services.

We’re building the world’s first AI supercomputer—and it can translate *War and Peace* in 2.5 seconds.

Azure Bot Service enables more than 240,000+ developers to build and connect intelligent bots.

Cortana has helped answer 18B questions and will soon come to even more devices.

Bing, our largest AI product, now powers more than 1/3 of all PC search volume in the U.S.

**New and notable:**
- A partnership that brings Reddit conversations to Bing answers
- Powers more than 33% of US search market share accounts on PC

2.5B entities in Bing

148M active users across 13 countries

Will be embedded in Windows, Android, iOS, Edge, and Skype

Office 365

120M monthly Office 365 users
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